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Abstract—Measurements of the Advanced Microwave Scanning4
Radiometer 2 (AMSR2) onboard the Global Change Observation5
Mission–Water 1 (GCOM-W1) satellite at 6.925 and 7.3 GHz6
and both linear polarizations over tropical cyclones (TCs) during7
2012–2014 are used to derive a new geophysical function relating8
the brightness temperature to the sea surface wind speed (SWS) in9
extreme conditions. Similar sensitivity to the SWS at close C-band10
frequencies allowed correcting for the atmospheric contributions11
to the microwave radiance and estimating the brightness tem-12
perature (TB) at the surface under TCs, combining theoretical13
modeling and measured TB analyses. Estimated oceanic TB were14
regressed against the wind speeds from the Best Track Archive to15
derive a new geophysical model function for the wind speed excess16
emissivity at AMSR2 C-band microwave frequencies.17

Index Terms—Atmosphere, geophysical measurements, oceans,18
passive microwave remote sensing, tropical cyclones (TCs).19

I. INTRODUCTION

AQ1

20

R EMOTELY sensed measurements from passive and21

active microwave instruments ensure global wind map-22

ping capabilities. Active microwave copolarized backscatter23

signals of currently operating instruments saturate under hurri-24

cane force winds [1] and are heavily affected in the presence25

of high rain rates, ensuring an increasing role of microwave26

radiometry. As it has been established previously [2]–[4],27

whitecaps, streaks, and various associated foam structures at the28

ocean surface significantly increase the microwave emissivity29

of the sea surface. This emissivity increase is observable even30

when a very small portion of the sea surface is covered by31

foam formations. As opposed to the scatterometer signal, the32

radiometric signal does not saturate at high winds, providing33

the potential for foam property and surface wind speed (SWS)34

retrievals using passive microwave observations [2], [5]–[7].35

Moreover, the sensitivity of microwave brightness tempera-36

ture tends to even increase for winds above 15 m/s [8]–[10].37
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Nevertheless, numerical estimations of the wind speed sensi- 38

tivity at frequencies higher than L-band are essentially com- 39

plicated by the intervening atmosphere. At C-band and higher 40

frequency bands, atmospheric absorption, emission, and scat- 41

tering associated with high cloud liquid and ice water content 42

and intense precipitations in tropical cyclones (TCs) have large 43

impacts on the brightness temperatures. Intensive rains both 44

shield the ocean surface and change the ocean surface emissiv- 45

ity in a complicated manner. This influence is hard to be theoret- 46

ically modeled, particularly for the extreme events combining 47

very high precipitation rate and hurricane force winds. Whereas 48

the microwave radiation at L-band is almost transparent to the 49

atmosphere with negligible impacts of precipitation and water 50

clouds with respect to those reported at higher frequency bands, 51

the L-band ocean emissivity is less sensitive to sea surface 52

state changes at high winds than at the higher C- and X-band 53

microwave frequencies. 54

The new Japanese passive microwave instrument Advanced 55

Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2 (AMSR2), which was 56

launched in May 2012, has four C-band channels at the fre- 57

quencies of 6.925 and 7.3 GHz, both on vertical and horizontal 58

polarizations. The two new C-band channel measurements, 59

along with the other C- and X-band measurements, may be 60

explored to estimate the rain radiance and atmospheric trans- 61

mittance at C-band since the signal at close frequencies has 62

similar sensitivity to the sea SWS but differs in the sensitivity to 63

rain. Such estimation can help in the separation of the ocean sig- 64

nal from the total brightness temperature and in the derivation 65

of the geophysical model function (GMF) that relates the sur- 66

face excess emissivity and wind speed at the AMSR2 C-band 67

microwave frequencies. In this letter, this GMF is derived 68

through analyses of the AMSR2 brightness temperature (TB) 69

fields over an ensemble of TCs and through the use of a 70

radiative transfer forward model of TB. 71

II. METHODOLOGY 72

Simulation of the microwave brightness temperatures over 73

the oceans as functions of frequency [11]–[13] shows that, at 74

C-band frequencies, the radiative transfer equation (RTE) of the 75

emission type is valid for the rainfall range up to 20 mm/h. In 76

the simplified form, the RTE for the brightness temperature of 77

the atmosphere–ocean system TB can be written as 78

cos θ · dTB

dz
= −α(z)TB + α(z)T (z) (1)

where θ is the incidence angle, and T (z) is the vertical profile 79

of the atmospheric temperature. This “absorption only” form 80
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of the RTE, where absorption coefficient αabsorption(z) is re-81

placed by total attenuation coefficientα(z), accounts accurately82

for the negative effect of scattering and approximately for its83

positive effect due to the forward scattering [14]. Note that it84

does not account for the polarization effect of scattering that85

increases with the rain rate.86

The solution of (1) can be written as87

TB = Ta + Ta · (1− ε) · exp(−τ) + TS · ε · exp(−τ) + Tc

(2)

where Ta is the radiation of the atmosphere, which in (2) is sup-88

posed to be equal in its upwelling and downwelling parts [15];89

ε is the sea surface emissivity, which is strongly dependent on90

the sea SWS; τ is the atmospheric optical thickness; and TS is91

the sea surface temperature (SST). Cosmic radiation Tc can be92

written as Tc = 2.73 · exp(−2τ) · (1− ε) [16].93

To further simplify (2), we express Ta as Teff τ , where94

Teff is the effective atmospheric temperature [15], and replace95

exp(−τ) by (1− τ) according to the Taylor approximation. For96

nonprecipitating atmospheres, the error of this approximation97

is less than 0.1% for C-band frequencies. At τ ∼ 0.3 (corre-98

sponding at C-band to high rain rates), the error of such an99

approximation is about 5%. Considering Tc to be less than 2 K100

for horizontal polarization and less than 1.3 K for vertical101

polarization (maximum Tc values for calm sea surface and102

transparent atmospheres), we excluded the cosmic radiation103

from the following consideration. After these simplifications,104

(2) can be written as105

TB≈Teff · τ+Teff · τ · (1−ε) · (1−τ)+TS · ε · (1−τ). (3)

Thus, sea surface emissivity ε can be calculated through the106

following expression:107

ε ≈ TB − Teff · τ · (2 − τ)

(TS − Teff · τ) · (1− τ)
. (4)

Knowing TB , TS , τ , and Teff , we can calculate ε and relate it108

to the sea SWS to derive the GMF for wind speed dependence.109

To parameterize Teff , we used numerical calculations of the110

atmospheric contribution to the brightness temperature. An111

input data set of about 7000 radiosounding profiles from the112

tropical radiosounding stations, which was complemented by113

the model profiles of liquid water content and the rain rate, was114

used. The clear-sky atmospheric radiation was evaluated using115

widely used and intensively validated models, e.g., see [17]116

for molecular oxygen and [18] for water vapor absorption.117

Liquid water content absorption and rain rate attenuation were118

calculated using the parameterization of the work in [17].119

Fig. 1 shows the dependence of Ta on the atmospheric atten-120

uation at 6.9 GHz τ6.9 for the whole data set of the atmospheric121

parameter profiles. With some degree of accuracy, we can122

define Teff as a constant of 260 K in (4). Numerical calculations123

also allow to express the atmospheric attenuation at 6.9 GHz124

as a function of the atmospheric attenuation at 10.65 GHz125

τ10.65, i.e., τ6.9 ≈ 0.87 · τ10.65. The atmospheric attenuation at126

10.65 GHz can be presented as a sum of the atmospheric ab-127

sorption τ0 of the system without rain, which can be estimated128

Fig. 1. Atmospheric brightness temperature Ta at 6.9 GHz as a function of
total atmospheric absorption τ6.9.

using the approach described in [19], and the attenuation of 129

rain τR, i.e., 130

τR = 0.0038 · TR. (5)

Equation (5) is the regression result of the numerical simu- 131

lations, where TR is the rain brightness temperature. In turn, 132

TR can be separated from the brightness temperature of the 133

atmosphere–ocean system encountered over a TC using the 134

method developed in [20]. Thus, reformulating (4) in terms of 135

the brightness temperature functions, we can write 136

ε6.9 =
TB6.9 − 260 · 0.87 · τ10.65 · (2 − 0.87 · τ10.65)
(TS − 260 · 0.87 · τ10.65) · (1− 0.87 · τ10.65)

(6)

where 137

τ10.65 = τ0 + 0.0038 · TR. (7)

Using AMSR2 measurements as inputs and applying formu- 138

las (6) and (7), we calculated ocean emissivity ε at 6.9 GHz 139

at both horizontal and vertical polarizations. τ0 was calcu- 140

lated using the measurements at 10.65, 18.7, and 23.8 GHz 141

at both horizontal and vertical polarizations for which the neural 142

network algorithm described in [19] was applied. TR was cal- 143

culated using the differences in the measurements between the 144

C- and X-band channels at vertical polarization, as described 145

in [20]. The SST daily satellite product described hereafter was 146

used as a source for the SST data. 147

III. DATA 148

The TC information (Best Track Data) for 2012–2014 (years 149

of the AMSR2 available data) was downloaded from the Na- 150

tional Hurricane Center for the North Atlantic and Northeast 151

Pacific TCs and from the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) 152

(Regional Specialized Meteorological Center Tokyo–Typhoon 153

Center) for the Northwest TCs (http://agora.ex.nii.ac.jp/digital- 154

typhoon). 155

AMSR2 Level-1B swath brightness temperature data 156

were downloaded from the Global Change Observation 157

Mission–Water 1 (GCOM-W1) Data Providing Service, Japan 158

http://agora.ex.nii.ac.jp/digital-typhoon
http://agora.ex.nii.ac.jp/digital-typhoon
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Aerospace Exploration Agency. AMSR2 Level-1B TB data at159

C- and X-band channels are provided on the same irregular grid160

of 10 km × 10 km [21], which simplifies the use of the data161

at different channels in the equations for the ocean emission162

calculations.163

We used the 9-km microwave plus infrared (MW_IR) op-164

timally interpolated (OI) SST product downloaded from the165

Remote Sensing Systems website to characterize the fields166

of SST TS (ftp://data.remss.com/SST/\ignorespacesdaily_v04.167

0/mw_ir/).168

For the numerical calculations that allowed to parameterize169

Ta = 260 · τ6.9, τ6.9 = 0.87 · τ10.65, and τR = 0.0038 · TR, we170

used the data set of about 7000 radiosounding profiles of air171

temperature, humidity, and pressure from the tropical weather172

stations, which was collected by the University of Wyoming.173

This data set consists of cloud liquid water content profiles,174

which are modeled in accordance with the work in [22]. For175

those data that exhibited modeled total liquid water content176

less than 0.3 kg/m2, we assumed an absence of rain drops. For177

cloudy conditions, which were characterized by the total liquid178

water content exceeding 0.3 kg/m2, uniformly distributed point179

rain rates were randomly added with a rain rate from 0 up to180

20 mm/h within the rain depth of 0.5–4.5 km, depending on the181

humidity and temperature profiles.182

IV. RESULTS183

Using AMSR2 measurements, the SST OI MW_IR product,184

and the equations provided earlier, we estimated ocean emis-185

sivity ε at 6.9 GHz at both horizontal and vertical polarizations.186

The fields of ocean emissivity ε at 6.9 GHz at both horizontal187

and vertical polarizations were built for 110 North Atlantic188

and North Pacific TCs intercepted by AMSR2 swath over the189

period from 2012 to 2014. About 600 full intercepts were190

analyzed to match the maximum values of ε over the TCs with191

the maximum 1-min sustained SWS estimates from the Best192

Track Archives, which were downscaled with a factor ranging193

from 0.93- [23] to 10-min winds to correspond to the AMSR2194

spatial resolution. The new GMF at both vertical and horizontal195

polarizations for the microwave C-band emission at high winds196

in TCs was then obtained by relating εmax at 6.9 GHz and the197

maximum sustained wind SWSmax.198

An example of the fields of the calculated ocean radiances at199

6.9 GHz, horizontal polarization ∆TBocean
H = εH · TS and at200

6.9 GHz, vertical polarization ∆TBocean
V = εV · TS over the201

Typhoon Danas in the West Pacific Ocean on October 7, 2013202

at ∼17:00 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) is presented in203

Fig. 2. The coordinate system is linked to the center of the204

cyclone, which is found by the Best Track Data interpolation205

for the measurement time. The vertical axis corresponds to206

the storm translation movement direction (along track), and207

the distances are given in kilometers from the center of the208

cyclone. The masked (white) pixels in Fig. 2 indicate land209

and coastal zones. For that particular example, the maximum210

values of the wind-induced excess brightness temperature were211

of ∆TBocean
H = 108 K and ∆TBocean

V = 185 K in H and V212

polarizations, respectively. The surface temperature was TS =213

295 K, and the maximum value of the 1-min wind speed, which214

Fig. 2. Fields of the calculated ocean radiances at (a) 6.9 GHz, horizontal po-
larization ∆TBocean

H and at (b) 6.9 GHz, vertical polarization ∆TBocean
V

over the TC Danas in the West Pacific Ocean on October 7, 2013 at
∼17:00 UTC. The center of the cyclone is found by the Best Track Data
interpolation for the measurement time.

Fig. 3. Maximum values of the ocean emissivities at 6.9 GHz at (a) horizontal
and (b) vertical polarizations for about 600 AMSR2 intercepts of the North
Atlantic and North Pacific TCs, which were calculated using (6) and (7) as
functions of the 10-min maximum sea SWS, taken from the Best Track Data.

is taken from the Best Track Data Archive of JMA, is reported 215

to be 40 m/s at 18:00 UTC that corresponds to 37.2 m/s of 216

10-min wind. Therefore, for εH at 37.2 m/s, we have the value 217

of 105/295 = 0.37, and for εV at 37.2 m/s, we have the value 218

of 182/295 = 0.63. 219

The derived ocean emissivities at 6.9 GHz at horizontal and 220

vertical polarizations following such methodology for about 221

600 AMSR2 intercepts of North Atlantic and North Pacific TCs 222

were collected and are plotted as a function of the 10-min SWS 223

in Fig. 3. 224

Since the scatter of the data is quite large both for verti- 225

cally polarized and horizontally polarized signals, the equations 226

for the interpolation curves cannot be derived unambiguously. 227

Analyzing Fig. 3, we would suggest separating the SWS range 228

to several ranges and calculating the radiance sensitivity as 229

a linear function for every range. The corresponding ocean 230

brightness temperature sensitivities to the SWS for several SWS 231

ranges are presented in Table I. 232

Up to 15 m/s, the sensitivity slowly grows with the SWS for 233

both polarizations, with horizontal polarization being almost 234

twice more sensitive to wind speed than vertical polarization. 235

As the wind speed exceeds 15 m/s, the slopes steadily increase 236

https://ftp://data.remss.com/SST/ daily_v04.0/mw_ir/
https://ftp://data.remss.com/SST/ daily_v04.0/mw_ir/
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TABLE I
OCEAN BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE SENSITIVITIES TO THE SEA SWS

from 0.27 up to 0.38 for horizontal polarization and from237

0.54 up to 0.6 for vertical polarization, with a sharp rise at238

extremely high winds higher than 55–60 m/s. These values are239

about 1.5 times lower than those given by the empirical model240

from the work in [24].241
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AQ1

20

R EMOTELY sensed measurements from passive and21

active microwave instruments ensure global wind map-22

ping capabilities. Active microwave copolarized backscatter23

signals of currently operating instruments saturate under hurri-24

cane force winds [1] and are heavily affected in the presence25

of high rain rates, ensuring an increasing role of microwave26

radiometry. As it has been established previously [2]–[4],27

whitecaps, streaks, and various associated foam structures at the28

ocean surface significantly increase the microwave emissivity29

of the sea surface. This emissivity increase is observable even30

when a very small portion of the sea surface is covered by31

foam formations. As opposed to the scatterometer signal, the32

radiometric signal does not saturate at high winds, providing33

the potential for foam property and surface wind speed (SWS)34

retrievals using passive microwave observations [2], [5]–[7].35

Moreover, the sensitivity of microwave brightness tempera-36

ture tends to even increase for winds above 15 m/s [8]–[10].37
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Nevertheless, numerical estimations of the wind speed sensi- 38

tivity at frequencies higher than L-band are essentially com- 39

plicated by the intervening atmosphere. At C-band and higher 40

frequency bands, atmospheric absorption, emission, and scat- 41

tering associated with high cloud liquid and ice water content 42

and intense precipitations in tropical cyclones (TCs) have large 43

impacts on the brightness temperatures. Intensive rains both 44

shield the ocean surface and change the ocean surface emissiv- 45

ity in a complicated manner. This influence is hard to be theoret- 46

ically modeled, particularly for the extreme events combining 47

very high precipitation rate and hurricane force winds. Whereas 48

the microwave radiation at L-band is almost transparent to the 49

atmosphere with negligible impacts of precipitation and water 50

clouds with respect to those reported at higher frequency bands, 51

the L-band ocean emissivity is less sensitive to sea surface 52

state changes at high winds than at the higher C- and X-band 53

microwave frequencies. 54

The new Japanese passive microwave instrument Advanced 55

Microwave Scanning Radiometer 2 (AMSR2), which was 56

launched in May 2012, has four C-band channels at the fre- 57

quencies of 6.925 and 7.3 GHz, both on vertical and horizontal 58

polarizations. The two new C-band channel measurements, 59

along with the other C- and X-band measurements, may be 60

explored to estimate the rain radiance and atmospheric trans- 61

mittance at C-band since the signal at close frequencies has 62

similar sensitivity to the sea SWS but differs in the sensitivity to 63

rain. Such estimation can help in the separation of the ocean sig- 64

nal from the total brightness temperature and in the derivation 65

of the geophysical model function (GMF) that relates the sur- 66

face excess emissivity and wind speed at the AMSR2 C-band 67

microwave frequencies. In this letter, this GMF is derived 68

through analyses of the AMSR2 brightness temperature (TB) 69

fields over an ensemble of TCs and through the use of a 70

radiative transfer forward model of TB . 71

II. METHODOLOGY 72

Simulation of the microwave brightness temperatures over 73

the oceans as functions of frequency [11]–[13] shows that, at 74

C-band frequencies, the radiative transfer equation (RTE) of the 75

emission type is valid for the rainfall range up to 20 mm/h. In 76

the simplified form, the RTE for the brightness temperature of 77

the atmosphere–ocean system TB can be written as 78

cos θ · dTB

dz
= −α(z)TB + α(z)T (z) (1)

where θ is the incidence angle, and T (z) is the vertical profile 79

of the atmospheric temperature. This “absorption only” form 80

1545-598X © 2015 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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of the RTE, where absorption coefficient αabsorption(z) is re-81

placed by total attenuation coefficientα(z), accounts accurately82

for the negative effect of scattering and approximately for its83

positive effect due to the forward scattering [14]. Note that it84

does not account for the polarization effect of scattering that85

increases with the rain rate.86

The solution of (1) can be written as87

TB = Ta + Ta · (1 − ε) · exp(−τ) + TS · ε · exp(−τ) + Tc

(2)

where Ta is the radiation of the atmosphere, which in (2) is sup-88

posed to be equal in its upwelling and downwelling parts [15];89

ε is the sea surface emissivity, which is strongly dependent on90

the sea SWS; τ is the atmospheric optical thickness; and TS is91

the sea surface temperature (SST). Cosmic radiation Tc can be92

written as Tc = 2.73 · exp(−2τ) · (1 − ε) [16].93

To further simplify (2), we express Ta as Teff τ , where94

Teff is the effective atmospheric temperature [15], and replace95

exp(−τ) by (1 − τ) according to the Taylor approximation. For96

nonprecipitating atmospheres, the error of this approximation97

is less than 0.1% for C-band frequencies. At τ ∼ 0.3 (corre-98

sponding at C-band to high rain rates), the error of such an99

approximation is about 5%. Considering Tc to be less than 2 K100

for horizontal polarization and less than 1.3 K for vertical101

polarization (maximum Tc values for calm sea surface and102

transparent atmospheres), we excluded the cosmic radiation103

from the following consideration. After these simplifications,104

(2) can be written as105

TB≈Teff · τ+Teff · τ · (1−ε) · (1−τ)+TS · ε · (1−τ). (3)

Thus, sea surface emissivity ε can be calculated through the106

following expression:107

ε ≈ TB − Teff · τ · (2− τ)

(TS − Teff · τ) · (1− τ)
. (4)

Knowing TB , TS , τ , and Teff , we can calculate ε and relate it108

to the sea SWS to derive the GMF for wind speed dependence.109

To parameterize Teff , we used numerical calculations of the110

atmospheric contribution to the brightness temperature. An111

input data set of about 7000 radiosounding profiles from the112

tropical radiosounding stations, which was complemented by113

the model profiles of liquid water content and the rain rate, was114

used. The clear-sky atmospheric radiation was evaluated using115

widely used and intensively validated models, e.g., see [17]116

for molecular oxygen and [18] for water vapor absorption.117

Liquid water content absorption and rain rate attenuation were118

calculated using the parameterization of the work in [17].119

Fig. 1 shows the dependence of Ta on the atmospheric atten-120

uation at 6.9 GHz τ6.9 for the whole data set of the atmospheric121

parameter profiles. With some degree of accuracy, we can122

define Teff as a constant of 260 K in (4). Numerical calculations123

also allow to express the atmospheric attenuation at 6.9 GHz124

as a function of the atmospheric attenuation at 10.65 GHz125

τ10.65, i.e., τ6.9 ≈ 0.87 · τ10.65. The atmospheric attenuation at126

10.65 GHz can be presented as a sum of the atmospheric ab-127

sorption τ0 of the system without rain, which can be estimated128

Fig. 1. Atmospheric brightness temperature Ta at 6.9 GHz as a function of
total atmospheric absorption τ6.9.

using the approach described in [19], and the attenuation of 129

rain τR, i.e., 130

τR = 0.0038 · TR. (5)

Equation (5) is the regression result of the numerical simu- 131

lations, where TR is the rain brightness temperature. In turn, 132

TR can be separated from the brightness temperature of the 133

atmosphere–ocean system encountered over a TC using the 134

method developed in [20]. Thus, reformulating (4) in terms of 135

the brightness temperature functions, we can write 136

ε6.9 =
TB6.9 − 260 · 0.87 · τ10.65 · (2− 0.87 · τ10.65)
(TS − 260 · 0.87 · τ10.65) · (1− 0.87 · τ10.65)

(6)

where 137

τ10.65 = τ0 + 0.0038 · TR. (7)

Using AMSR2 measurements as inputs and applying formu- 138

las (6) and (7), we calculated ocean emissivity ε at 6.9 GHz 139

at both horizontal and vertical polarizations. τ0 was calcu- 140

lated using the measurements at 10.65, 18.7, and 23.8 GHz 141

at both horizontal and vertical polarizations for which the neural 142

network algorithm described in [19] was applied. TR was cal- 143

culated using the differences in the measurements between the 144

C- and X-band channels at vertical polarization, as described 145

in [20]. The SST daily satellite product described hereafter was 146

used as a source for the SST data. 147

III. DATA 148

The TC information (Best Track Data) for 2012–2014 (years 149

of the AMSR2 available data) was downloaded from the Na- 150

tional Hurricane Center for the North Atlantic and Northeast 151

Pacific TCs and from the Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) 152

(Regional Specialized Meteorological Center Tokyo–Typhoon 153

Center) for the Northwest TCs (http://agora.ex.nii.ac.jp/digital- 154

typhoon). 155

AMSR2 Level-1B swath brightness temperature data 156

were downloaded from the Global Change Observation 157

Mission–Water 1 (GCOM-W1) Data Providing Service, Japan 158

http://agora.ex.nii.ac.jp/digital-typhoon
http://agora.ex.nii.ac.jp/digital-typhoon
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Aerospace Exploration Agency. AMSR2 Level-1B TB data at159

C- and X-band channels are provided on the same irregular grid160

of 10 km × 10 km [21], which simplifies the use of the data161

at different channels in the equations for the ocean emission162

calculations.163

We used the 9-km microwave plus infrared (MW_IR) op-164

timally interpolated (OI) SST product downloaded from the165

Remote Sensing Systems website to characterize the fields166

of SST TS (ftp://data.remss.com/SST/\ignorespacesdaily_v04.167

0/mw_ir/).168

For the numerical calculations that allowed to parameterize169

Ta = 260 · τ6.9, τ6.9 = 0.87 · τ10.65, and τR = 0.0038 · TR, we170

used the data set of about 7000 radiosounding profiles of air171

temperature, humidity, and pressure from the tropical weather172

stations, which was collected by the University of Wyoming.173

This data set consists of cloud liquid water content profiles,174

which are modeled in accordance with the work in [22]. For175

those data that exhibited modeled total liquid water content176

less than 0.3 kg/m2, we assumed an absence of rain drops. For177

cloudy conditions, which were characterized by the total liquid178

water content exceeding 0.3 kg/m2, uniformly distributed point179

rain rates were randomly added with a rain rate from 0 up to180

20 mm/h within the rain depth of 0.5–4.5 km, depending on the181

humidity and temperature profiles.182

IV. RESULTS183

Using AMSR2 measurements, the SST OI MW_IR product,184

and the equations provided earlier, we estimated ocean emis-185

sivity ε at 6.9 GHz at both horizontal and vertical polarizations.186

The fields of ocean emissivity ε at 6.9 GHz at both horizontal187

and vertical polarizations were built for 110 North Atlantic188

and North Pacific TCs intercepted by AMSR2 swath over the189

period from 2012 to 2014. About 600 full intercepts were190

analyzed to match the maximum values of ε over the TCs with191

the maximum 1-min sustained SWS estimates from the Best192

Track Archives, which were downscaled with a factor ranging193

from 0.93- [23] to 10-min winds to correspond to the AMSR2194

spatial resolution. The new GMF at both vertical and horizontal195

polarizations for the microwave C-band emission at high winds196

in TCs was then obtained by relating εmax at 6.9 GHz and the197

maximum sustained wind SWSmax.198

An example of the fields of the calculated ocean radiances at199

6.9 GHz, horizontal polarization ∆TBocean
H = εH · TS and at200

6.9 GHz, vertical polarization ∆TBocean
V = εV · TS over the201

Typhoon Danas in the West Pacific Ocean on October 7, 2013202

at ∼17:00 Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) is presented in203

Fig. 2. The coordinate system is linked to the center of the204

cyclone, which is found by the Best Track Data interpolation205

for the measurement time. The vertical axis corresponds to206

the storm translation movement direction (along track), and207

the distances are given in kilometers from the center of the208

cyclone. The masked (white) pixels in Fig. 2 indicate land209

and coastal zones. For that particular example, the maximum210

values of the wind-induced excess brightness temperature were211

of ∆TBocean
H = 108 K and ∆TBocean

V = 185 K in H and V212

polarizations, respectively. The surface temperature was TS =213

295 K, and the maximum value of the 1-min wind speed, which214

Fig. 2. Fields of the calculated ocean radiances at (a) 6.9 GHz, horizontal po-
larization ∆TBocean

H and at (b) 6.9 GHz, vertical polarization ∆TBocean
V

over the TC Danas in the West Pacific Ocean on October 7, 2013 at
∼17:00 UTC. The center of the cyclone is found by the Best Track Data
interpolation for the measurement time.

Fig. 3. Maximum values of the ocean emissivities at 6.9 GHz at (a) horizontal
and (b) vertical polarizations for about 600 AMSR2 intercepts of the North
Atlantic and North Pacific TCs, which were calculated using (6) and (7) as
functions of the 10-min maximum sea SWS, taken from the Best Track Data.

is taken from the Best Track Data Archive of JMA, is reported 215

to be 40 m/s at 18:00 UTC that corresponds to 37.2 m/s of 216

10-min wind. Therefore, for εH at 37.2 m/s, we have the value 217

of 105/295 = 0.37, and for εV at 37.2 m/s, we have the value 218

of 182/295 = 0.63. 219

The derived ocean emissivities at 6.9 GHz at horizontal and 220

vertical polarizations following such methodology for about 221

600 AMSR2 intercepts of North Atlantic and North Pacific TCs 222

were collected and are plotted as a function of the 10-min SWS 223

in Fig. 3. 224

Since the scatter of the data is quite large both for verti- 225

cally polarized and horizontally polarized signals, the equations 226

for the interpolation curves cannot be derived unambiguously. 227

Analyzing Fig. 3, we would suggest separating the SWS range 228

to several ranges and calculating the radiance sensitivity as 229

a linear function for every range. The corresponding ocean 230

brightness temperature sensitivities to the SWS for several SWS 231

ranges are presented in Table I. 232

Up to 15 m/s, the sensitivity slowly grows with the SWS for 233

both polarizations, with horizontal polarization being almost 234

twice more sensitive to wind speed than vertical polarization. 235

As the wind speed exceeds 15 m/s, the slopes steadily increase 236

https://ftp://data.remss.com/SST/ daily_v04.0/mw_ir/
https://ftp://data.remss.com/SST/ daily_v04.0/mw_ir/
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TABLE I
OCEAN BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE SENSITIVITIES TO THE SEA SWS

from 0.27 up to 0.38 for horizontal polarization and from237

0.54 up to 0.6 for vertical polarization, with a sharp rise at238

extremely high winds higher than 55–60 m/s. These values are239

about 1.5 times lower than those given by the empirical model240

from the work in [24].241
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